
24. DAVID RICKARDS OUR FOUNDER HEADMASTER

The Magazine September 1954 reported the first Spech Day when the Guest of Honour was 
the CIGS, Field Marshall Sr John Harding. David Rickards said “If I may say so, Field 
Marshall, the War Office has not the slightest idea how to run a public school” to which the 
Field Marshall immediately replied ”If I may say so, Headmaster, don’t pull your punches 
with the War Office!” 

The Worksop Guardian, reporting upon the second speech day in 1955, Mr Antony Head , 
Secretary of State for War, and Chairman of The College Governors remarked upon “The 
wisdom of the Governors in the choice of such an excellent head master as Mr DA Rickards”.

In recording details of “DAR”, as he was generally and affectionately known, it is difficult to 
know where to start - or where end. Better to let those more qualified than I to do justice to 
this remarkable man.
 

Nick Thompson (1 Entry) remembers that 
“DAR made an immediate impact”. Certainly 
I don’t think any of us were in any way 
doubtful as to who was the Boss.The 
picture on the left left shows how he did 
his homework and the care he took 
concerning his charges. This was 
demonstrated in practice as he rehearsed 
every boy in reading the lesson to the 
College  He was determined to get to 
know each boy personally. On the right he 
is hard at work with the boys constructing 
the first of the GP dinghies.

The OWA raised the funds to present him 
with a leaving present on his retirement (see the OWA section). Below is the “personal” letter 
he sent after the presentation.
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His own recollections are below.

At the palace March 1960 Award of CBE
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Leicester Moss paid this tribute on DARs retirement:

And the Staff presented him   with this glorious reminder of his time at the College.
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This entry in the magazine just a few months after his retirement.
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LEICESTER MOSS SERMON ON DEATH OF DAR JUNE 1972

(Leicester’s manuscript notes passed onto the OWA)

We are met this June day on a unique occasion to 
mark with a simple service in this Chapel, the 
passing of David Rickards, Founder Headmaster 
of our College. 

Everyone will remember the shock, the stunned 
incredulity with which the news of him being 
struck down on April the 10th was received. Our 
hearts went out to Kay, to Angela and Ian and 
their children in their grief, so close to him and so 
suddenly and cruelly bereaved. What were our 
futile condolences then? And what now? What 
consolations are there at a time like that?
(The foregoing crossed out - not delivered?)

I would like to try and show that a merely gloomy 
and negative line of thinking is both unnecessary, 

unlike him, and even unchristian. And the lesson comes from the life of the man himself. As 
George Marshall our Chaplain said to me “There is no need for gloom he was a positive 
cheerful and optimistic man we can learn so much from. I’m forbidding gloom”

Overprinted on the penned script  and probably used as the introduction:

1. Picture this Chapel, dusty and fusty with homeless canvasses, with enormous stacked high 
bookcases. Barely room to move about.

2. Two men in that doorway
3. Bill Lound our first Padre, David Rickards our founder.
4. What was said: I want this Chapel to be the centre and focus of all our aspirations.

My text then is “He taught us as one having authority”. We are privileged to learn from him 
and to pay him a tribute in this very fitting place - heart of the College where he showed so 
many how to find in  life more happiness than they thought it held. There were four things in 
the life of David Rickards... this Church...his family...his career- that is for us his College and 
a group of diverse interest   of such extraordinary variety that one wonders how he found 
time to pursue a half of them with the zest that he did.

First his Church. He believed in Chapel services as the central part of life here. Full stop! 
Chapel was the powerhouse - not negotiable. He himself was the most regular of 
worshippers. To his maker and church he turned quite naturally as we do now, to -  he said 
simply - to solve, resolve, our problems and he said it here on this very spot in his farewell 
sermon.
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His family. He believed in family life and drew untold strength from his very happy, 
exemplary, hospitable and sunlit home. What tremendous joy he got out of his 
grandchildren. None of us will forget the delight with which he announced the arrival off his 
first grandchild - he loved the fun of young children. He had merriment and fun generally. I 
have seen him at a College dance waltz a visiting headmistress across the floor, and a few 
minutes later discharge onto a suitable target a water propelled rocket - a toy destined for 
some child’s birthday the next morning.

His career - His College. Of course he founded it - he and General Gaussen the first Bursar. I 
don’t want to go into all that - but it was nobody else really. He had the job of producing 
knowledgeable leaders and he believed this was best done by action and example, not words. 
A strict routine, high standards expected, work and play. Encouragement all along the line - I 
think he was best at this. “If you were last at a cross country provided you were struggling 
on, it didn’t matter, he saw you as if you had come first or second” writes an OW to me. He 
never lost faith  in a student capacity for improvement, even when his staff were wavering, 
he was firm about that. We hear lot about leadership - he had the old fashioned trait (I don’t 
think he realized it)  - it was - immense and devastating pride in his Command. “He was so 
kind, many separate people in humble jobs said that to me when we lost him after a mere 
few months after his retirement. He was. I have known him wash out all detentions gating 
and black marks against a young man - staff had to lump it -in search for the chap having a 
fresh start.

He could puncture a pompous attitude with wit and firm kindliness. I remember a master 
holding forth “What counts in a school is what the staff stand for” To which David Rickards 
in a hoarse whisper “ You know as well as I do, that what counts in a school is what the staff 
won’t stand for”.

His humour and optimism were legendary, as was his shrewd ability to negotiate. All the 
Governors who knew him said the same. Indeed his grasp of problems and essentials was 
remarkable. He enjoyed the challenge. His clear mind was of a very high order. IQ - he could 
do routine admin and the Times crossword simultaneously. With Edwin Bailey the two of 
them demolished it, shredded it, with unholy glee in ten minutes of morning break. 
Difficulties of all kinds scuttled for cover at his approach. He had a waggish almost ebullient 
air at times. He exuded confidence and a cheerful good humour. This was just about a 
constant. I know he didn’t always feel it  - but cheerfulness always kept breaking in..

Some young men have asked me to include an outline of his career. He was at Sedbergh 
school - a tough northern outdoor existence. Hew on their grim 10 miles cross country run 
over the hills twice. At Cambridge he read natural science and was a running blue. Long 
distance. He taught at Blundell’s school in Devon - then in the army when he rose to the rank 
of Lt Colonel in the Duke of Wellington’s Regiment. Infantry. His very bright and analytical 
brain (those crosswords again) - earned him a place on General Montgomery’s planning staff 
for the invasion of Europe - such plans had to be just about perfect. He ;later instructed at the 
Staff College. Back to school as housemaster - than in 1952 he had the job of starting the first 
sixth form college. The men of UC have reminded me of the great respect the College had for 
their Head. May I quote them?
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“He was Welbeck.” “He gave the impression of being a dynamo” “He was a patriotic 
gentlemen: it was the easiest thing in the word to look up to him”. “It was through him that 
people began to respect the College”. “We gave him a silver pencil: he was deeply touched”.

What impressed his pupils was his being “a man for all seasons””. He could walk with 
Queen’s (we saw him do it) and would gossip with generals and ministers and private 
soldiers, he never lost the common endearing touch. The Queen honoured him with a CBE in 
1960.

His personal courage - his physical courage were 
beyond question. It was he who tested out the ice 
for safety. It was he who rescued a deer frozen in 
the lake. Out he went and did it while I was 
sending for a ladder! He was  man who every two 
years embarked upon a deep sea sailing race. He 
was very modest about this. I once asked him (I 
had been abroad and didn’t know the results) how 
he had got on. He regaled me with a comic and 
robust account of what the Irish light house 
keepers shouted from the Fastnet rock. He never 
mentioned that he had personally navigated the 

winning craft that year!

It has been impossible to give some account of the working man without mentioning the 
fourth element in the man’s life - the mass of out of school activities in which he excelled and 
refreshed his spirit. He was an excellent skater, a great organiser of impromptu games on the 
ice.He was a deep sea yachtsman of international status. He was an excellent gardener - his 
garden always a picture. he carpentered the two prayer desks behind me.

His knowledge of wild life was pretty wide. To stroll about with him in a natural setting, 
hearing his chatter, was a revelation. He was in his younger days a fine golfer. He would 
have a go at cricket, rugger and hockey. He could fly an airplane. He had a go at a helicopter. 
Terry Canham recalls that he was itching to try out surf boarding. He passed the advanced 
motorists test first time - some feat. He took beautiful photographs. He was a crack shot. 
Boys naturally admired all these things.

His whole life cries out to us, to do our best, to keep wide interests - to “Do it cheerfully as 
unto the Lord”. Some might call that old fashioned. I think not.David Rickards had many 
claims to be remembered for posterity. Those who knew him personally will remember him 
as an original character, a leader who understood the merriment. and the heartbreak, of the 
young; a charming and generous host and a friend of all who turned to him in any  kind of 
trouble.
A far wider circle will remember his unique contribution the National Defence and the 
educational scene of his country.

As for his monument - look around you.
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Dear Lord, teach us to learn from thy servant David, his ardent, courageous and brotherly 
spirit. May he rest in peace.

Below is a simple item sent to DAR sometime and its derivation is not known.
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25 OBITUARIES

The College Magazine published obituaries in the OWA Section regularly. Always sad for 
contemporaries of those who have left us. This section records those of the early Staff and 
entries, particularly those who died in action. Extracts from obituaries are shown below with 
the full obituaries at Annex L on the DVD. Many apologies for missing others.

The Staff.

David Rickards Founder Headmaster He sadly died shortly 
after retiring in 1972. Full details are in Section 24. His fellow 
members of staff held him in high esteem and Leicester Moss 
has written in the magazine on the occasion of his retirement, 
on his death and in a memorial sermon. He made an 
immediate impact on the boys showing immense care. The 
OWA had a Memorial Plaque mounted in the College Chapel 
(see left).

Vivian Davey. Second Master. Died in 1996 aged 94. His obit describes him: “An impeccable 
CV reflecting a fine career as a teacher and mentor in schools of very high standard. His feet 
were firmly planted on the classroom floor - or else! At 51 years of age and a founder staff 
member, ball of fire and energy, olympian, Napoleonic and at times abrasive. Commanded 
the Air Training Corps at one school, his reputation as a Rugby Football Coach and referee 
covered nearly half a century and earned him a wide spectrum of friends. The OWA owes its 
existence to him - he got the movement off its marks as soon as Number 1 Entry had done its 
two years.” 

Liecester Moss Head of Humanities.  Leicester died in April 1977 age 79 years. There was 
packed church at his funeral and many OWs attended, a number from the 1st Entry.  Godfrey 
Harland wrote a tribute for the magazine (Annex L) including: “He fought as an infantry 
officer at Kohima whilst serving with the Royal West Kent Regiment. He was a founder 
member of staff and was head of the Arts/Languages Department for 27 years In this 
capacity, amongst other multifarious duties he was responsible for the College Magazine and 
the College Library. He organised an ran College tennis and helped with hockey being a 
prominent member of the Welbeck Wizards - the staff hockey team. With a quick and 
mischievous sense of humour he instigated the “The Book” in the master common room to 
house all their quotable sayings. The obituary ends with a quotation from Hamlet: ‘

“He was a man take him all in all, I shall not look upon his like again”.
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Norman (Bull) York First House master. His obituary form the 
Welbexian is here in full. I remember that when he died there were 
two obituaries in the Times Newspaper. Sadly we do not have a 
copy although perhaps it would be easy to obtain one from their 
archives. I remember one part which said that he “knew “ boys very 
well.

Geoffrey Ward Maths Lecturer (On loan from the Royal Military 
Academy)

Derek Hawker. Housemaster York House. He died in 1989 and a memorial service was held 
in the College Chapel. Derek Pring, who took over York House from him writes: “He came to 
Welbeck from RNC Pangbourne. His interest enthusiasm and care was evident in York 
House. An excellent Maths lecturer he started college cricket, coached athletics and rugby 
and was a firm supporter of the Chapel where he preached many sermons. He was know as 
“Derektory” having produced two registers  and was an enthusiastic Secretary of the OWA 
ensuring that it ran smoothly. His influence was great and is continuing to spread as his 
“boys” follow his fine example in their own lives.” Annex L also has a piece from Mike Vann 
(6 Entry and one time OWA President) who gives some personal examples of Derek’s 
influence on his life. Well worth a read.
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Gordon Partington. It is difficult to know where to 
start for Gordon. A friend to everyone, great fun 
nothing too much trouble the compleat schoolmaster. 
There are two very lengthy obituaries at Annex L. The 
first from his funeral  service held in a church in 
Worksop; the huge congregation from all walks of life 
reflecting the love and friendship Gordon inspired. 
John Thomson’s address in the College Chapel on 16 
June 1996 is a voyage of memories about this man. 
Both need to be read. From the funeral Alan Sharman 
(11 Entry) was quoted by The Rev E T Beech, The 
College Chaplain , thus: “Gordon was an amazing 
character and for my generation, and later I am sure, he 
epitomized the spirit and aspiration of Welbeck and what is 
was trying to achieve with our education. He was an 
excellent teacher, a caring man, yet he strove to develop the 
individuality, the unconventional and fun in all of us. If 
that required him to be a little eccentric then so be it. It 
worked, and anyway was more play acting than real on 
many an occasion”
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The First Entry

The first to leave us was Mark Smith. A great character, enormous fun, good rugby player 
and skillful sailor. I recall going with him whilst in the second year at Sandhurst to Hayling 
Island. He took me sailing in a very rough sea and with his superb ability managed to quell 
my fears. It was at the time that Buster Crabbe the famous underwater diver of the Royal 
Navy disappeared around there whilst apparently spying on a Russian vessel. It was a really 
great shock to us all when we heard that Marc had gone off sailing alone at night on Lake 
Windermere. Sadly neither Mark or the boat was ever found. Two entries from the Magazine 
are below. I wonder where the Memorial Seat is now?
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Mike (Nig) Allan. My dearest friend. So many fond memories of the times I shared with him 
at Chesterfield Grammar School and at Welbeck and RMAS.The Signal Officer in Chief gave 
the eulogy before a very large congregation in Salisbury Cathedral His wife, three young 
sons and his mother were all there. The magazine entries are below.

Chesterfield Grammar School Junior Cadets: Nig on the left of the centre row, self 2nd on left 
back row. On the right the Derbyshire Junior XV v Staffordshire during a mid term break 
from Welbeck - we couldn’t keep away from it and to our surprise Bull was the referee! Nig 
4th from right back row self next to him.
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John Skinner. Another dear friend of all of the First Entry. Memories are legion. Blowing St 
Louis Blues in the back of the College Lorry, copperplate writing, stealing Bull’s bike, the 
Rally of the Vales in Wales in his Morris Traveller, his wedding to Anne, many happy rugby 
hours - on and on. The magazine tribute below also see Sam’s article in the OW section.
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Sam Roberts still as active as ever as the First Entry recorder keeps track of everyone as far as 
he can and lets us alll know when one of us “shuffles off his mortal coil”. When sending out 
the calling notice for our 60th re-union in September 2013 Sam  had the up to date tally:

P.S.  I have lost track of the following.  If any of you know their whereabouts, please let me 
know: Bill Abson, John Brown-Squires, George Jukes, Dave Massey, John Oakley, ‘Curly’ 
Reynolds, Ron Taylor, Graham Williams.

P.P.S.  Sadly, the following are no longer with us: Nig Allan, Mick Clifford, Trevor Elkins, 
Mark Fillingham, Don Haskayne, Bren Kavanagh, Terry Neyland, Ray Peace, John Skinner, 
Mark Smith and Jim Vine. 

I am sure that no one will object to this little homily from Derek Baughan sent to me in 2012:

The passing of so many from our intake makes me feel like the man who fell off a 30 story building, 
and, when passing the 13th floor, shouted to those watching, " So far so good !!! "
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The magazine recorded those OWs killled in action in The Falklands War.
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26  Old Welbexian Association (OWA)

The first mention I can find of the OWA is in the College Magazine of February 1958. It 
shows: “ As the Association has been in existence for just over six months....” Formation was 
clearly September 1957 just after the First Intake were commissioned in August 1957. At that 
time there were some 180 members who had paid their 10/- subscription (to include every 
copy of the magazine). The “affairs” were in the hands of Corps representatives, a rep from 
each of the 12 Sandhurst Companies with Vivian Davey as the Hon Gen Secretary and Gen 
Gaussen Hon Treasurer An OWA tie was designed and two sports fixtures held in 1957 
cricket in July and Rugger in November.  A dinner dance at the Cafe Royal to be held on 21 
March 1958 was proposed ( not sure if this ever took place) and requests for news of old 
boys. 

Vivian Davey was the real driver and inspiration behind the formation of the OWA. He must 
have started action when the first intake were at RMAS; as far as I recall we all joined en 
masse and coughed up our ten bob!

As an aside I believe I was in the rugger match in 1957, the first term at RMCS.  I only recount 
this because John Skinner, normally locked in the forwards suddenly found himself with the 
ball and no one in front of him. With the try line seemingly not too far away John with great 
determination, for he was no sprinter, strode on manfully and grounded the ball beautifully - 
only to find it was the twenty five yard line!

 From 1958  news of OWs was reported in the front of the magazine including two letters 
from Cambridge from Dave Massey! This continued until 1960 when an OWA section was 
instituted at the rear of each magazine.(WCM 2/9).  This copy included the first OWA report 
listing the Officers, the formation of branches at RMAS, RMCS, Cambridge and Catterick. 
The first constitution was established and is shown below, along with a facsimile of the first 
AGM crafted in his readily identifiable manuscript by David Rickards, also below. The first 
President General Gaussen was elected along with Vivian Davey as Secretary and the first 
“Balance Sheet”.
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The constitution was later amended in 1969 and 1979 at Para 5 Officers: “ The President shall 
not be re-elected more than twice”, as well as causing an annual AGM . 

The minutes of the OWA meetings were recorded in a minute Book up to the 22nd meeting; 
the book was kept carefully by Bob Matthews a one time Bursar who donated it to the OWA. 
Every minute has been scanned in can be seen in the DVD.- OW Minutes Folder.
 along with a number of other documents.

It is interesting to note that The Welbexian of Summer 1967 contained 21 pages of 
contributions from OWs!
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A copy of Vivian Davy’s first Annual Report to the Association is shown below and this 
format continued for all of the 22 meetings recorded in the Minute Book

In 1961 about 60% of those eligible to join were members. Membership from 1961-81 is shown 
in the chart below.

With a membership of 1298 in 1981  assuming an eligibility of 75 per year over about 25 years 
ie 1875 this is near 70% which was remarkable especially as 1026 were Life Members. It is this 
latter number which figures in “creaking finances” later. The  10 shilling per annum 
subscription included the cost of printing and distributing the magazine to each member. 
With rising costs, particular of postage, subscriptions had to be increased necessitating a 
change of Bankers Order (most of the subs were collected in this way) and few members 
responded. In the future, around the 1990’s, reportage has it that the data base of OWs was 
lost or not kept up to date and the OWA almost disappeared until the situation was gripped 
by the OWA Committee after 2000 and strenuous efforts made to recoup the organisation 
through the DSFC web site.
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Some of the more significant items in the set of minutes are:

1st Meeting 1961. General Gaussen elected President. The constitution agreed.

2nd meeting 1962. Branch Secretaries at RMAs, RMCS Cambridge and Catterick elected. 
Cambridge and London oW Dinners proposed.

3rd Meeting 1963. London Dinner held with 47 OW’s dining.

4th Meeting 1964. VFD comments on lagging support. Derek Hawker becomes Assistant 
Secretary.

5th Meeting. Poor attendance at the Dinner. Discussion as to the election of an OW as 
President.

6th meeting 1965. London Dinner cancelled lack of support. VFD notes that given that OW’s 
were now serving in busy appointments world wide the OWA couldn’t really act as a 
“normal” Old Boys Club and was concerned for the future. An OWA prize for the College 
suggested and Jeff Barker becomes the first Vice President.

7h Meeting 1966. OWA prize setteld at £5.00 twice a year to be awarded for “General all 
round effort” not on prowess. DCH becomes Secreatary and Jeff Barker the first OWA 
President.

8th Meeting 1967. President awarded the OWA prizes three times-  for Chapel Warden, 
Chapel Organist and for cultural activities, the intention being to steer clear of the scientific 
and academic fields.

9th Meeting 1968. Finance creaking mainly due to the cost of the magazine. Sam Roberts 
introduces the recorder system.

10th Meeting 1969. Mike Hammerton first OW to win 
Queen’s Medal at Sandhurst. Recorder system up and 
running. Constitution amended so that President only 
re-elected twice.

11th Meeting 1970. Now 20 recorders in action.

12th meeting 1971. Death of General Gaussen. 
Introduction of the Presidents Dinner. Call for project 
sponsors. Jim Elliot (3) carries out subscription review.

13th meeting 1972. Three OW’s concerned in bomb 
disposal. Leaving present, a painting of the Abbey by 
Helen Robins (master minded by Mike Forge and Jeff 

Barker) presented to DAR. Part of the funds for the leaving present provided the Rickard’s 
Relay Cup.
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14th Meeting 1973. Death of DAR. DCH proposes the 53-73 Register. Room set aside to collect 
College artifacts and archive material so as to preserve the future as it happens. Honours 
boards being manufactured in the Workshops.

15th meeting 1974. Mark Fillingham preaches in the Chapel. Register published, Fred 
Revington retires and subs increased!

16th Meeting 1975. Sam Roberts becomes first OW Governor. First Lt Cols appointed: Sam 
Roberts, David Bidwell and Peter Davies.

17th Meeting 1976. Memorial tablets in Chapel for DAR and Bill Potter (Bursar). executive 
Committee formed of 11 members. 20 silver goblets purchased as the OW prize for the next 
ten years. Cost of magazine rising.

18th Meeting 1977. Silver jubilee celebrations discussed.

19th Meeting 11978. Jubilee Appeal raise £1545. 

20th Meeting 1979. Peter Davies (20 first OW Colonel. Constitution again approved (again 
President only to be re-elected twice). Entry Scrapbook scheme proposal to preserve heritage.

21st Meeting 1980. Scrapbooks now in library. Sam Roberts elected President.

22nd Meeting 1981 New Register 53-80 to be compiled 11th Presdents and 7th Vice President 
Dinners held. Badge Board instituted. All magazines and calendar rolls inserted into the first 
batch of scrapbooks. Vice Chairman introduced.

The Cambridge Dinners. The OWA contingent at Cambridge, the pioneers, were very 
enthusiastic members. Below are two of the dinners held ther in addition to reguar 
newsletters from the incumbents.
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FIRST OWA DINNER
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1- Sam Roberts  2 -?  3-Nick Thompson  4- Bas Mahon?  5- Leicester Moss  6- Bernie Cornish
7-GWC B-H  8- Chris Story President?)?  9- DAR  10- Gen Gausen  11- Jeff Barker  12- Davey?
13-?  14 - Master?  15 - Mike Vann  16 - Chris Arnold 17 -?  18- Mick Clifford?  19 Tony Potter
20 Mark Fillingham 21 Davis Bidwell  22 Trevor Slee  23 Bruce A-Clarke  24 Adam Slee
25  Peter Metcalfe  26 Ray Insall  27 Roy Tarsnane  28 Ted Reed  29 ?  30  ?  31 Bill Kenney
32 ?  33  ?  34  ?  35 - Barry Learner?  36 Chris French  37 - Bennet   38 Hammerton
39  ?  40  ?  41  ?    42 - Bren Kavanagh  43  ?
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Past Presidents

1960-66! Major General C de L Gaussen CB,MC
1966-68! J L Barker (1)
1968-70! C E R Story (4)
1970-73! J Dennis (1)
1973-76! M J P Vann (6)
1975-77! J R Drew (9)
1977-78! W K Palmer (3)
1978-81! G D A Mackay (2)
1981-84! S J R Roberts (1)
1984-86! F R Maynard (5)
1987-88! J R Drew (9)
1989-90! A J Sandiford (11)
1990-91 ! J Towler (2)
1991-03! M R Selby (17)
2003-04! A Antwhistle (41)
2005-! ! S Vickery (55)
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FIRST ENTRY REUNIONS
Ad Hoc 1981

20th 1983

40th

50th
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The Presidents Dinner. In my term as President I proposed, with a little trepidation, that we 
hold such a function so that serving officers could mix informally with the current senior 
entry so as to chat about what faced them in the future.  It was to take the form of a Mess 
Dinner in Mess Kit and drink would be served - thus trepidation as to what DAR would 
think of that. In the event he was all for it and a very successful inaugural dinner was held in 
1971. Wee assembled in the Library and then repaired to the new Dining Hall for a well 
prepared dinner. Inevitably some speeches - well me - then back to the Library where to get 
some messages over Bruce Abernethy Clarke gave a talk on how to make a map, and Mike 
Vann whetted the appetites of the assembled throng with tales of daring do during his travels 
around the globe. The Dinner was well received and I am so pleased to report that it is now a 
permanent fixture in the College calendar.   a picture and some of the documentation is 
below with other material in Annex I.
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The Recorder System. Sam Robert’s brilliant idea. Certainly for the First Entry for it is still 
going strong with Sam at the helm. The extract from the magazine shown below gives some 
idea of the progress around the 80’s which shows that every intake bar one (and even then 
the outgoing recorder was still active) up to 62nd Entry had a recorder; this must have 
stimulated the entry members to support the OWA. Other pictures show Sam’s efforts.
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Typical entries in the front of the early magazines before a separate section for 
the OWA was allocated.
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Sam Roberts - The first OW to become a Governor of the College.
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Presentation of OWA Retiring Present to DAR  One or two pieces of the 
documentation are below, particularly DARs warm letter to me. Other pieces 
are at Annex
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OWA Honours Taken from the Welbexian Silver Jubilee Edition.
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Presentation of the Heritage Cross by the OWA.

Some of you will recall that three years ago, Bernie 
Cornish (1 Entry), living in Australia, came up with the 
idea of creating a Welbeck Heritage (investment) Fund, 
the capital from which would be awarded annually to 
the top student at the new Welbeck: The Defence Sixth 
Form College. It was hoped that we would raise some 
£30,000 from the 3700 odd students who had passed 
through Welbeck College prior to the move to 
Loughborough. A letter was sent to all OWs and an 
announcement placed in the 'Welbexian' magazine. 

Regrettably, the total reached was woefully short, amounting to only £4750 of 
which, £1250 was donated by members of the 1st Entry. Only 72 OWs and ex-
members of staff donated.

A small committee, representing the College, the OWA 
and Bernie Cornish, was set up to decide what to do; 
whether to strive to reach the £30,000 total, to return the 
donations, or to find another way of maintaining the 
link between the two colleges, but within the pretty 
limited budget. It was decided to put the money 
towards a permanent gift that would be appreciated by 
the students at the new Defence Sixth From College. The 
Principal, Tony Halliwell suggested a cross to go in the 
Unwin Hall, the only major seated assembly area (there 

being no chapel). The Committee and the 1st Entry donors were approached 
and approved the idea unanimously. A modernistic design was agreed and the 
manufacture went ahead. The superb one metre Heritage Cross now hangs in 
the Unwin Hall accompanied by an appropriately plaque.

Following the Remembrance Day service in he College on Sunday, 12th 
November 2006, there was a short service of consecration by the Chaplain 
under the Heritage Cross in the Unwin Hall. All donors and their families were 
welcome to attend both the Remembrance Day service and the service of 
consecration.

It is appreciated that many of you live far away. However, I felt that you 
should know what has happened to your donation. As Bernie Cornish's 
representative, I have been gently pushing the process along and, on behalf of 
all Old Welbexians and our members of staff at Welbeck College, thank you all 
for your generosity.

Yours faithfully,
Sam Roberts
Welbeck College, 1 Entry
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27 ON TO SANDHURST

Geoffrey Ward (who was “on loan” from RMAS and returned there later) produced this piece 
for the Magazine in September 1955

Sam Roberts kept his “signing on” chit AFB 2450, along 
with this explanation. 
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The College Magazine in the September 1955 Valete listed the careers of the First Entry on 
their way to Sandhurst showing the achievements, sporting prowess and involvement in the 
various societies of each boy as follows:
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NickThompson reflecting writes:
As the school filled up more staff arrived and we all 
pushed on hoping to be accepted for Sandhurst. I broke 
my right arm badly and had it plated in the final Easter 
holiday taking my A Level left handed!. This meant I 
had to have a medical just before joining RMAS. and 
during this medical an elderly trio of doctors in 
Aldershot asked for a urine sample which one of them 
promptly upset all over my papers! I had to squeeze out 
a second helping whilst they mopped up their desk!

My comments about Sandhurst are that it was very 
different, but the Welbeck experience had prepared most 
of us well. In an intake of about 150 there were 42 OWs 
who went into the Academy without  the hurdle of the 
Regular Commissions Board and were a significant 
proportion of the intake. Coming from a generally less 
privileged backgrounds we were not necessarily 

popular. One reason is that sticking to our own group and using some of the phrases and expressions 
which were common parlance at Welbeck but out of that environment sounded somewhat juvenile. 

Authors note. On this tack I recall a very long pause in the rifle range butts whilst on Basic 
Training and our Coldstream Guards CSM barked at us: “Give us a song”. Schooled in 
Welbeck jazz a few of us began to sing the “St Louis Blues” and he looked gone out. He was 
obviously expecting some ditty such as “I don’t want to join the Army”. Well at least we took 
the focus off the loud mouthed Wellingtonians! 

Army introduced Basic Training at 
Sandhurst for the first time when 
we arrived, instead of doing doing 
their first 14 weeks along with 
private soldiers with their parent 
cap badge units. We were still 
private soldiers and not officer 
cadets. We had the best sergeants in 
the Army to train us and they 
certainly gave all they could in the 
way of “beasting”, discipline and 
exercise - all designed to test us, 
build up stamina, character, fitness 
and teamwork.Leadership was to 

come later. A letter I wrote to my parents in the first weeks of Basic training said “This place is the 
absolute bottom!”
Picture: No 2 Platoon Basic Training Wing 1957 Drill Competition
Self right marker, Mick Adams, Ken Phipps and Martin Wilson Brown Nos 2,3 and 4 rear rank
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Authors Note: Can’t resist recounting this story. The same CSM of the butts incident seemed 
to “have it in” for Ray Peace (1 Entry) and consistently balled him out for slack dress, dirty 
gaiters, scratched boots or whatever. We decided to prepare Ray for Parade and made sure 
that every item of his kit was immaculate. We carried him carefully onto parade stood him in 
the centre of the middle rank and warned him to stay at attention in case the bull fell off his 
boots. The good CSM , inspecting the parade, came up to Ray. He stopped in front of him, 
looked him up and down, very slowly, side to side, up and down again first on the left from 
shoulder to boot, then down his centre, repeating this in the same measured way searching 
for something wrong. He then, contrary to normal practice of continuing down the file 
inspecting our front, walked straight around to the rear of Ray and again took some time 
looking for some thing amiss. Nothing! He then whispered in Ray’s ear and said: “Clean cap 
badge c**t”! Well we all  thought you just can’t win! However he knew what we had done 
and later on, in jovial mood, told us that at that moment he knew he was turning us into 
proper soldiers! Bless him.

After Basic Training we were allocated to Companies as Officer Cadets and I found my feet as a 
Modern Pentathlete which took up a lot of my free time, together with a motor bike, followed by an 
Austin Seven and finally  Riley. There was not a great academic element at Sandhurst, and the whole 
focus was on learning about the Army and its ethos, leadership, personal  qualities and character 
development -- with a sprinkling of academics to prevent rust! Military History was also important. It 
was interesting that the first Welbeck entry produced only one Senior Under Officer (Bren Kavanagh) 
but otherwise the right proportion of Junior Under Officers and Cadet Sergeants came from Welbeck.

High Sprits “Waterloo Company - Waterloo Day 1956”
JimVine 2nd on left front row, self, Nick Thompson, Barry Learner in there somewhere
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Sovereign’s Parade 1957. Dave Massey the right marker5959

Two years at Sandhurst as opposed to the current one year meant that in our day the training could be 
spread out with lots of sport and other  activities which were great fun. When the final term arrived in 
the summer of 1957 the selection for Choice of Arm or Service took place and those OWs who opted for 
the Royal Engineers were told that only four places were available and would be decided upon he 
Order of Merit table. I came 5th and it then took 6 weeks after passing out of appealing and using all 
avenues available to be finally accepted. Some 32 years later. as Director of Manning (Army) I 
wondered whether I would have been as flexible! I eventually started my life as a sapper long with 
Bernie Goodman, Jeff Barker, Tony Iveson and Robin Volkers. Thus the Welbeck first entry broke up 
and each went his chosen way.

My own recollection of academics at Sandhurst was that 
about a third of our time was spent in quick changing from 
drill, cycling up to the academic block, then the reverse into 
gym kit! I think about a third of the academic work was part 
of the grading in the order of merit. The exam paper on the 
left illustrates the level of instruction - that subject we had 
never met before. Preparation for the Cambridge Tripos 
Exam was intense.
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The Welbeck magazines reported our progress at Sandhurst and a few excerpts are below.
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Some press reports when No 1 Entry were commissioned on 2 August 1957
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Hey Ho Hey Ho its off to work we go:- The REME Intake No 19 posting list from RMAS

And it didn’t cost a penny thanks to the Commissioning uniform grant although at that time 
15 guineas for a sword and scabbard was a bit too much. Lucky David Bidwell who won the 
REME prize and got his for free. 
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28. WELBECK - A SUCCESS?

In his farewell address on the retirement of DAR Leicester Moss writes:

“Welbeck is forever on trial. As a public Institution and part of the educational scene we are often the 
subject of raised eyebrows. The view is often jaundiced and strictures made in high places. In this long 
court room scene, something of a saga, the Head has been a great Defending Counsel. No one outdid 
his homework on statistics, or was better placed in a College of this sort(where the Head is also on the 
selection board) to rebut ill founded evidence, cope with Inspections, prod the Staff, allay the anxieties 
of parents and dispense confidence  enerally”

I mentioned in the forward that College was a success by producing a good number of 
officers to reach the rank of General, with a retention rate higher than other sources. I have to 
confess that this was somewhat supposition based on hearsay from “authoritative sources” 
but with no clear evidence. Luckily an OW, Charles Brodley (5 Entry) has come forward with 
definitive evidence (see below) and the Brodley Papers in full are on the DVD. Although this 
memoir is about the early days it does not seem inappropriate to have a  look at the success 
of Welbeck -  the first true Sixth Form College in the country. But first the success of the first 
four  entries in various categories.

By Rank: 

 Peter Davies R Sigs (3 Entry) was the first OW to be 
promoted Major General along with four Brigadiers (3 in  1 
Entry and 1 in 4 Entry). Peter on retirement  had a very 
successful second career (After GOC Wales) as The Chief 
Executive of the RSPCA in which capacity he is seen here 
with Princess Anne when she unveiled the Memorial to 
Animals in War in London.

 I must mention Andrew Figgures (27 Entry) 
the first of the two OWs to be promoted to 
Lieutenant General to date. He was 
commissioned into REME and all who knew 
him I think would testify to him as a 
buoyant happy character. He became the 
SeniorBritish Officer in Baghdad during the 
Iraqi occupation and made it to the Army 
Board. He is seen below on the left at a 
Speech Day hob nobbing with Major 
General Napier Crookendon (One time  
Commandant of RMSC ). Rumour has it that 
whilst at Welbeck he put his name down on 
the waiting list to buy the new Jaguar and 

when his name came near the top he sold his place!  Maybe untrue but would fit.
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Sport: 

Andy Morton (1 Entry), always at the forefront in swimming, gained International Honours 
as The Great Britain Water Polo Team Manager in the Commonwealth Games and Munich 
Olympics. His experiences are reported below in a newspaper article and in a piece he 
produced for the College Magazine whilst Bursar at the College.  I believe he went on to  
manage the team in the Moscow Olympics.

Jock Williamson  and Colin Gardner (both 2 Entry) both achieved International status in 
Rugby and Show Jumping
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John Skinner (1 Entry) was an International Rally Driver. He tuned his abilities whilst at 
RMCS and went on to great achievement - as reported in the College Magazine part of, sadly, 
his obituary.

Authorship. An unlikely category but here are a few examples - possibly of many.

Sam Roberts, having lovingly and expertly restored a Ford wrote an acclaimed history as 
shown below.

 Ford Models Y & C.  Henry’s Cars forEurope by Sam Roberts
The definitive histories of the 8 h.p.Ford Model Y and the 10 h.p. 
Ford Model C of 1932 to 1937 and all their worldwide variants, 
complete with detailed technical specifications and production 
records. Most of the great names of the Ford Motor Company 
were involved with these small cars. The Model Y, in particular, 
had a huge impact on the history of the European family saloon 
car.  In fact, so pleasing was the Y’s design – the first streamlined 
mass-produced car – that Edsel Ford had it scaled up to become 
the beautiful V8 Model 40 of 1933/34. This heavily illustrated 
book (over 330 photographs and illustrations) is a fascinating 
and detailed account of the first Fords specifically designed for a 

market outside the U.S.A. and which changed the course of automotive history.
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Bryndley Griffiths  (1 Entry) writing in the OW section of the College Magazine told us of his 
authorship. I wonder if he completed the History of the ACC? Would be a significant 
achievement.

Bas Mahon (1 Entry), an accomplished mathematician ran the UK Census at one time and has 
subsequently had two biographies published. The first, by Wiley, a best seller about the life of 
James Maxwell of the equations fame, and also of Heavyside famous for the layer and a lab 
at RMCS!

Sam Wharton (2 Entry) has written a thriller based upon the College Grounds ( see DSFC 
Website OWA Section.)

Honours. A view of the Honours Boards now at the DSFC and as reported in a College 
Magazine showing fourteen MBEs. one MC, three George Medals, one Queen’s Gallantry 
Medal and 7 Mention in Despatches, along with nine Queens Medal winners and Three 
Swords of Honour at RMAS  see below.  
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The first OW to be awarded an Honour, The MBE, was Charles Brodley (5 Entry) see below- 
more about him later.

Perhaps a little premature but a couple of early press cuttings in praise of Welbeck.
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A bit more up to date!
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The Welbeck system has received unequivocal endorsement by the services in establishing 
the Defence Sixth Form College (DSFC) at Loughborough, a complete new build designed 
specifically for purpose to produce quality  officers in a  cost effective manner. Lord Guthrie, 
a former CIGS, gave this ringing endorsement at the Speech Day in 1994.
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The Brodley Research into the First 40 Entries.

Whilst putting this memoir together I found that in parallel, Charles Brodley (5 Entry) had 
completed a full survey of the first 40 Intakes listing honours, ranks achieved and length of 
service to retirement. A remarkable feat of detailed research using the Welbeck Registers ( see 
section 20 ), The London Gazette and the Times Sovereigns Parade lists. Thus we now have 
the facts. 

Charles kindly agreed to his work being included in this story for which I am most grateful. 
His papers are shown in full on the DVD and the full content and detailed conclusions are 
well worth a read. On top of that he has produced a précis of his work below.

In the OWA Newsletter of January 2011 the then Chairman proposed a Hall of Fame comprising all 
OW’s of starred rank and nominated a handful of individuals known to him. Well the first OW 
Brigadier to be appointed had retired in 1985 when the  Chairman was still at school.  It was obvious 
that relying on the memory of those now serving was not going to produce an accurate list. So just 
how many had there been ?

In 1973 and again in 1980 Derek Hawker, then Housemaster of York House, produced a comprehensive 
Register of all those who had attended Welbeck.  For each individual he gave the full name, date of 
birth, date and Corps of Commissioning and their current rank and, for most, their address.  It was a 
prodigious effort; done at a time that a personal computer on every desk was unheard of and the 
internet did not exist.  The IBM PC was not released until 1981 and the internet not for some years 
later. The Registers covered Entries 1- 56; over 2,000 individuals.With this information on the one 
hand and the availability of the London Gazette search facility on the other it was possible to track the 
disposition of all those who had been commissioned. At that time, December 2012, Entry 40 had 
reached the age of 55 and the first 40 Entries formed a large enough sample to be able to say precisely 
what Welbeck had achieved in the first twenty years of its’ existence.

A summary would read: “Of 1,519 entrants to Welbeck in Entries 1-40, 80% were commissioned, 
or 1,216 officers. Collectively they gave 26,816 years of service at an average of 22 years and 3 
months and had an average Rank of 3.32.”

The average Rank was derived from a simple scale of Lt = 1 to General = 9 and an average of 3.32 was 
simply the mix you would expect when 25% of OW’s resigned before reaching the rank of Major. In 
fact the actual rank attained by  the 1,216 at the time that they retired or resigned their commission is 
given on the next page.
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" " Entries 1-40! ! Overall!       ! > 20 years.  ! ! %

" " Lt General" "       2" " " 2             " " 0.27                                         

              " Major General"    "     18" " "  18            " " 2.47

                " Brigadiers" "     62" " "  62"        " " 8.51

                " Colonels" "    162" "      " 162"      " " 22.25

               "  Lt Colonels         "     278" "      " 276          " " 37.91

                " Majors""    "     343" "      " 208"      " " 28.57

                " Captains" "    243"

"          " Lieutenants"    "    108

               "  Total                " 1,216                 "    728         " " 100.00 

Those of you reading this who are still serving may wish to know the percentages if you serve for more 
than 20 years.  The facts are that two-thirds will retire as Majors or Lt Colonels and one-third will 
become Brigadiers and above.  The path to stardom is pretty well mapped out: Lt Colonel by 38, 
Colonel by 42, Brigadier by 45 and after that only the Military Secretary knows.

On the way members of Entries 1-40 were decorated 133 times.

This is well and good but looking only at Welbeck figures doesn’t say very much.  The real question is 
how did Welbeck compare with RCB Entrants or AOSB as it is known today ?

In 1951 when Welbeck College was first proposed the United Kingdom was a different place in ways 
that those under the age of 70 cannot imagine. Sandhurst drew 90% of its’ Officer Cadets from Public 
Schools, only 5% of young people went to university, and the Welbeck proposal was not  everywhere 
welcomed for fear, perhaps, that it would lower the tone. In order to compare OW officers against their 
RCB contemporaries a control group of 118 RCB Entrants serving in the traditional Welbeck Corps 
was randomly selected. 

The comparative results are given below:

Welbeck Entrants:" Ave Rank" 3.32" " Service 22.24 years.

RCB Entrants:" Ave Rank " 3.48" " Service 22.35 years.

Despite the great difference in education and the much wider divide in socio-economic status  
prevailing in 1953, the Welbeck Entrants from Grammar Schools and Technical Colleges were the 
equal of their more privileged counterparts.  It would be a very fastidious statistician who could 
perceive a difference; indeed, statistically, there isn’t one. Well might the CGS in 1994 describe 
Welbeck as “this August body”.
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For those who are interested in the detail the full set of figures in spreadsheet form is on the disc.  There 
you might discover the most successful Welbeck Entry and the most successful Welbeck Corps; not 
indeed by rank but by the contribution they have made.  To print them here would be cause for heated 
discussion at Reunions for years to come but the secret is not, as many might think, in having a large 
number of high-fliers; the secret is in putting your hand to the plough and staying the course.  The 
most successful entries have fewer early retirements.

To members of the Governing body I would say this.  The record is one of which you may be justly 
proud but this memoir has been compiled by a few people..... mainly Jim Dennis..... who attended 
Welbeck sixty years ago.  He, and we, have not forgotten the debt that we owe.  If the record is to 
continue, so that in years to come the College can say “We did that”, then the whole matter of record-
keeping and archiving must be put on a much more regulated footing. Someone, a Bursar, a College 
Prefect must be made responsible for maintaining the record.  

Do not expect another Derek Hawker to miraculously appear for such men are rare.  It is very 
important.  In these uncertain times you never know when a senior jobsworth asks:  “Is Welbeck really 
necessary ?”  Then you might be glad you have the evidence to hand.

You have been, or are, part of a hugely successful experiment brought about by some very far-sighted 
people exactly 60 years ago.  Welbeck has been established for so long that there is a danger that it be 
taken for granted, it is a danger to be avoided. If you have been selected you have been given a huge 
privilege that will have changed your life.  Do not forget, make the most of it.

Charles went on to research the entries from 41 onwards and has produced a spreadsheet, 
now lodged with DSFC, which can be updated as an entry reaches 55 years of age. Latterly as 
Charles points out this is becoming difficult as Welbeck graduates move amongst other 
services, The Sovereigns Parade lists don’t provide sufficient detail etc. However DSFC will 
have list of Welbeck entrants and their immediate careers so some form of tracking is 
possible.
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29. AND NOW FOR SOMETHING COMPLETELY DIFFERENT!  

The magazine held a report of the Television cameras at the College on 6 February 1962 as 
shown below.

However this was not the first time - in a two liner on page 3 of the September 1954 
Magazine we spy “ The College was on Television on 24th July when in a newsreel viewers saw 
science instruction, sailing and athletics”. No doubt the dormitories were also featured. I have a 

complete boxed set of Monty Python. On their “Bonus Disc” 
was a set of “programme notes” from the Pythons explaining   
how they put the shows together. One aspect was their parody 
of Public Schools and Universities -  John Cleese et al 
recounting the social backgrounds of young men of the time 
and explaining their approach to “sending up society” which 
came along with a black and white sequences of Cambridge 
University and, to my astonishment, of The College! The 
followings stills were taken from the film clip. 

Looks like Greg Dillon leaning out of the window on the right with Curly Reynolds at his side Chris Arnold at the 
window on the left?
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Pretty sure the one with glasses 
is Bryndley Griffiths

Very clearly Steve Gilmore and David Bidwell

FAME INDEED!
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30 EPILOGUE

Derek Hawker wrote this to the Telegraph(?) in the Fifties

The 1977 edition of the  Magazine had this small forlorn note from DCH:

“I have given up hope of the dramatic change which I have been rooting for since the 1950s, the 
conversion of Welbeck into a combined services school”

He would be delighted to know what has now happened - first the admission of girls then 
the transformation of Welbeck into a Combined Services College at Loughborough - The 
Defence Sixth Form College (DSFC). See below.
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Then ..............

Now..........
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The Defence Sixth Form College (DSFC).
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In Conclusion

I stressed at the outset that this was not in any way meant to be a “History” of Welbeck 
College. I started with a the intention of making available the many pieces of material I had 
acquired as an “Archivist”, together with the material from  Sam Roberts who was able to 
obtain the Old Minute Book of the OWA, courtesy of Bob Matthews one time Bursar, and  
through  the kindness of Alma Moss, almost all of the College Magazines.

Now, having read my way  through all the material, along with the many photographs , I 
hope to have produced both an acceptable archive, which others may care to follow, but also 
an affectionate remembrance of all that Welbeck meant to me.

Jeff Barker writes: 

“For me, it is a fact that Welbeck provided a marvellous entrée to a new way of life which proved a real 
blessing. A life of travel, some adventure, undoubted privilege and financial security ensued, facets not 
so easily realised these days. I doubt I would have been so fortunate had I not stepped off that train at 
Worksop”.

We will all drink to that!

Leicester Moss writing a valedictory piece on the retirement of David Rickards in the 
Welbexian 1972 had this to say: 

“I could fill a book ...about this man. As space forbids I will simply record his deep feeling about the 
College, evidenced in an excusably tender regard for the fortunes of No 1 Entry.”

 A feeling I believe was reciprocated, so to: 

 David Rickards , Kim Gaussen and their supporting staff

WE SALUTE YOU
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